There are many reasons doctors use
mesh… and the list keeps growing.
Do you leak?
Vaginal mesh is used in many
incontinence repairs.
Had a baby?
Young women are at risk for the
dangers associated with mesh
implantation through cesarean
sections and vaginal repairs after
birth.
Had a hysterectomy?
Repairs are often made with medical
mesh to prevent organs from
prolapse following a hysterectomy.

The risks are NOT rare and include:
Neuropathy
Pain
Infection
Immune Disorders
Bleeding
Sexual Dysfunction
Scarring
Prolapse
Disability
Cancer
Sepsis
Death

If you’ve been injured, you’re
not alone. Many other women
from all walks of life are facing
the heartbreaking realities you
are now. There are only two
things to remember…

Fight to survive.
Warn others.

The future of your daughters
and granddaughters are at stake
as pharmaceutical companies
and doctors put a priority on
profits over people. The victims
are younger and younger,
women in their early 20’s have
been maimed for life due to
mesh implantation and
subsequent problems.

Constant Infections?

Unexplained Pain?
Doctors not helping?
Are you spending
half or more of your time
trying to find out
what’s wrong with you?

It’s possible you’ve been
implanted with
Medical Mesh.
Learn More
www.meshangels.com

Mesh impacts your Life
Feeling Frisky?
Sex will never be the same, if at all.
Enjoy Driving?
Sitting may well be a thing of the past
depending which nerve is damaged
during the procedure or as mesh
shrinks and twists inside the body as
time goes on.
Like Exercise?
You’re going to be lucky to walk let
alone keep your body in shape.
Mesh is toxic inside humans… and
complications include the decline of
health along with immune system
disorders and organ damage.
Live Busy?
You won’t be anymore. Painkillers will
become your best friends… either
making you appear manic and insane
or just taking your energy away to
sleep all day. Pain management won’t
help with nerve pain and it will
become debilitating as time goes on.
Like your Independence?
Mesh takes everything as health
declines. Finances are destroyed,
marriages wrecked, jobs terminated.
An uncertain future where you’re just
going to be fighting to survive an
internal war.

Rules to Remember
But I don’t have mesh… my doctor didn’t tell
me I had anything like that done.
Are you SURE? These days doctors lie… and
once you’re in the operating room consent has
already been given for the doctor to make any
and all decisions on your behalf. It’s a sad fact
that many doctors lie outright to their patients.

Perhaps you’ve heard your doctor say:

It’s NOT the mesh
You’re the ONLY one with a problem
It’s all in your HEAD
You just need PAIN management
If you’re doctor isn’t listening… it’s time to take
matters into your own hands and find out if you
have mesh.
OBTAIN your records from the hospital where
the procedure was done (many times the mesh
is not listed with the doctor’s records and only
available from the hospital in which the
procedure was performed).
KNOW your rights. You won’t have as many as
you think… but you must warn others by
notifying the FDA of your complication.
REMEDY the situation the best you can… and
make it a priority to find a doctor who can
remove the ENTIRE mesh including anchors
(legs or arms). UCLA in California is currently
the only place for full removal without further
complications performing full mesh removal.

Doctors Lie.
It's becoming increasingly rampant
that doctors outright lie or skirt the
issues associated with implants.
It's just tape… not mesh.
There is no such thing as "tape"… it
is MESH and they are rebranding and
rewording it due to the lawsuits and
trauma being caused. You'll also
hear it described as a "sling" to hold
up organs.
It's not the bad mesh is it?
There is no "good mesh" on the
market to date. It does not matter
what BRAND you have. Mesh is a
polypropylene plastic product. All
have higher complication rates than
doctors are revealing.
I can just sue if I’m injured
It’s not that easy. Lawsuits take
YEARS to see any kind of
compensation. You may not even
qualify for a lawsuit. Lawyers are not
taking ANY new cases right now.
Many women have found even if they
qualify and come to a settlement
before a courtroom battle… the
settlement isn’t even enough to cover
the cost of the initial surgery let alone
any repairs that need to be made. Is
your health and life worth the
suffering?

